Overlapping biological mechanisms underlying sickle cell disease, stress, and depression: a stress-vulnerability framework.
After participating in this activity, learners should be better able to:1. Evaluate the overlap between sickle cell disease (SCD) and depression.2. Identify sources of psychological stress and biological vulnerabilities toward developing depression in patients with SCD.3. Assess the potential mechanisms underlying SCD, stress, and depression.Depression is a common co-occurring disorder in persons with sickle-cell disease (SCD). Individuals with this chronic illness may be particularly vulnerable to depression. In addition to risk factors for depression specifically related to SCD, these individuals typically experience further psychological stress due to multiple risk factors in their environment. To date, however, little research has focused on the co-occurring biological mechanisms across these conditions and how those mechanisms may interact to produce depressive symptoms. In this review we use a stress-vulnerability framework to describe the sources of psychological stress and the SCD factors that increase the risk of depression. We suggest that several biological factors, such as nitric oxide and cytokines, may play an important role in co-occurring stress, SCD, and depression. The interaction of these factors may be of particular importance for understanding the comorbidity of SCD and depression. Implications for current treatment and future research are discussed.